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The city landscape of China is undoubtedly experiencing rapid transformation. With the fast rate of urbanisation it seems plausible that 
people will live  in a vertical city served by new kinds of transportation infrastructure around the year 2050.

This project studied the values of the upper middle class of migrants living in a future Shanghai. Ideation and form development resulted 
in an aesthetic sculpture informed by the western brand and the eastern culture. This sculpture then inspired the development of a 
vehicle concept that can act as mobility solution as well as an icon of quality living in the future Chinese home.

THE ABSTRACT
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When less is more.

This is a big part of the philosophy behind my work 
and my life. Regardless of my project, the philosophy 
of minimalism, “less is more” enables progress and 
helps to create value. To be a designer, the passion 
is the greatest key to success, and there’s unlimited 
possibilities if I can invest myself into a vision that 
moves and inspires me. Having a lower quantity 
means there will be more time and energy to focus 
on quality, as far as I’m concerned, there’s no 
greater success than fostering an engaged one. 

“Don’t use a lot where a little will do.”

THE PHYLOSOPHY
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The value of Volvo Cars is care for the world we live in.

We are moving from an era to the next when cars could 
have more power to adds value in helping the world 
where we are living in.

If we take Shanghai city and clock forward it to year 
2050, and imagine such a metropolitan city under the 
increasing urbanism, facing the problems like congestion, 
space-shortage, energy-crisis, pollution,etc. We might 
picture a sustainable city with limited vertical living 
space, supported by smart transportation system.

The final design will deal with the social and cultural 
implications of transportation systems and focus beyond 
car as an object. It is a possibility of a fusion of “A 
personal mobility system” and “ Sharing Future”.

THE INITIAL PROJECT BRIEF
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The Shanghai City

In China, Shanghai’s role is as an example of modernity, 
and also as a predictor of the future. Shanghai’s futuristic 
role will not just been as the entrance to China, but also 
as a connection of this eastern country and the rest of the 
world. Its geographic position embracing the outside world 
helps it to become China’s most cosmopolitan city, which 
will adopt and adapt ideas from all over the world.

By following research, the future of mobility in Shanghai 
can be determined by analyzing several factors:

City planning: This means the infrastructure of the city 
could better support the transport means.
Green vehicles: To relieve the environment issues.
Intelligent mobility: The increasing demand for highly 
interactive vehicle and users.
Vehicle sharing:what if there is no boundary between 
public and private transport.

Electric vehicles, car sharing are prone to have enormous 
growth in future China. And China’s government is laying 
the foundation and infrastructure for a mobility system 
that can accommodate its future large population.

THE BACKGROUND
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The Shanghainese Way 

Shanghai represents a good living standard in China. So it 
has some good nicknames as Pearl of the Orient and Paris
of the East. Nevertheless, from the tram in the old days to 
today’s high speed train, Shanghai has been the test bed of 
some of most advance technologies and infrastructures in 
the world.

One example in the old days is the Shanghai tram, it was in 
use since 1908 with a advance electric system by that time. 
But shanghai trams was slowly disappeared due to the 
number of buses, taxis and private cars increased rapidly.

One example of nowadays is the Shanghai Maglev Train, 
The Shanghai maglev train project is an example of the 
government’s willing to invest into future’s mobility and 
help the people have better life.

With increasing investment in city infrastructure, We can 
imagine a future Shanghai city with high-tech modernity.

THE PAST, THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE

The First Tram, Shanghai Nanking Road, 1908

Huang Pu, Shanghai, 2014

Shanghai-Beijing high-speed rail line, 2011

Anonymous, Abstract Future Cityscape
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Environmental Sustainability in Shanghai

Nowadays Shanghai has its own environmental 
problems. cars accounting for 70 percent to 80 
percent of the air pollution which leads to the 
renowned smog.

Environmental problems play a keyrole in shanghai’s 
city planning. However, its infrastructure growth 
takes over the concern of environment. Solving 
transportation issues seems to have the highest 
priority in Shanghai city. Shanghai’s extreme growth 
has forced it to confront problems include not only 
air pollution, but also traffic jam and population 
growth. On new year’s eve of 2015, a crowd 
gathered turned into a stampede before midnight. 

For 2050, as the growth of the city is getting steady, 
the problems might remain, but Shanghai should 
be able to cope with the problems with a certain 
solution.

THE ISSUES FACING THE FUTURE

Smog At Extremely Hazardous Levels In Shanghai, 2013

Traffic jams in Shanghai, 2014
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A Solution to Sustainable Living.

In the future of 2050, 75% of the population will 
live in cities. To overcome the situation of an over-
popularized city is to build higher buildings – towers 
or skyscrapers. By using and living in the vertical 
spaces, it enables the city to save horizontal spaces, 
thus supporting the growth of population.

The movie Minority Report shows a presumptive 
futuristic vision of Washington D.C., presenting 
cars with no drivers, but being controlled by the 
Maglev power. Accordingly, the vehicles are able to 
be piloted by themselves horizontally on the roads, 
vertically up- and downwards the buildings as well 
as arriving on the balcony of apartments is possible. 
This works through an electron magnetic grid 
which does not only grant the vehicle power, but 
also links every street and extends the sides of the 
buildings. This infrastructure inspired me to create 
a door-to-door transportation mobility concept. The 
passengers could park their cars right next to their 
homes in one of the skyscrapers.

THE VERTICAL CITY

The Maglev System, from The Minority Report, 2002
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The Mobility Possibilities

what will be the urban mobility for the future 
Shanghai city?

By 2050, the population of big cities will increase 
dramatically compared with nowadays. This 
development will challenge the transportation 
means and make the environmental issues getting 
worse.

My take on the mobility side of the concept is trying 
to enhance the environmental sustainability in 
Shanghai by imaging a city context where the cars 
could go inside your apartment to save the space. 
And with the sharing partsof the vehicle, make the 
usage of the energy more reasonable. Maybe there 
is part of the electric energy storage in the vehicle 
could be shared?

The Immobility Possibilities

There are numerous concepts of vehicles as 
mobilities, but what would the vehicles be while 
they are parking? Isn’t it a waste that today’s car are 
just parking there and taking space away? especially 
in the city facing overpopulation.

This is the major question going through my thesis. 
Is there any alternatives for vehicle to function as 
while not in use? Could it be a ornamental piece 
of art, a beautiful sculpture merging inside a city, 
a plant carrier to purify the air, a piece of furniture 
inside your living room? 

THE MOBILITY & IMMOBILITY
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The Next Lifestyle of the City Migrants

Like nowadays, the Shanghai city always has a 
group of people who are leaving their hometown 
to seek opportunities in the Shanghai city. They 
are working hard and reshape the Shanghai city, 
just like migrants who had the old American 
dream and made a fortune at the their dream 
land.

Shanghai represents a new type of Chinese 
Dream. The focus group I chose are those young 
middle upper class migrants who are trying 
to fulfill their Chinese dream in Shanghai City 
around the year 2050. They might not have big 
families, but they have their small group of friends 
supporting them. They are ambitious, diligent, but 
under the stressful life in the city, they might need 
a vehicle to express themselves in a aggressive 
way.

THE TARGET GROUP
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The Culture - A Nation of Individuals

China’s modern culture with be lifted by a 
wave of growing middle-class wealth, And 
this is the new generation of the young 
middle class, they appreciate sustainable 
way of living, have a special taste towards 
design and art, they dare to doubt the 
authority and choose their own way of life.
They also appreciate the quality of the life, 
the quality in the product they are choosing.
They are seeking an expressive product to 
represent their unique lifestyle. 

THE NEW GENERATION

Tian Zhigang, from Children’s meeting, 2001
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Looking back helps us look forward 

With the belief that they should make a strong 
and safe car for Swedish Roads, Volvo made 
their first car in 1927.At the same time, some of 
their innovations have changed the world.

The first Volvo car ‘Jakob’, also named OV4, 
was equipped with the outstanding quality 
materials. Volvo the brand is recognized not 
only durability but also the best quality.

There-point safety belt was introduced by Nils 
Bohlin in 1959, it has saved one million lives in 
this world. Another innovation ‘Lambda sound’ 
meant to reduce the harmful emissions by 90 
percent. By the time of the year 1972, Volvo 
came up with the rearward-facing child safety 
seat, all innovations that Volvo created starts 
with people.

THE HERITAGE

Rearward-facing child safety seat, By Volvo, 1972
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Making people’s lives easier, safer, better

It’s Volvo way that it has always put people first. 
The innovations of Volvo are meant to create a 
safe and clean future. To meet the need of what 
the people drive, Volvo has also challenged the 
traditional way, found a new solution that make 
people’s life easier, safer, better. 

Through the years, Volvo was evolved and 
became more advanced in this competitive 
industry, but Volvo has not shift the focus from 
making driving enjoyable. Less is more, Volvo 
design is to remove rather than to add.

THE HUMAN INNOVATIONS
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The Swedish way to a better life

Volvo represents a western luxury driving 
experience to asian market. Its awareness to well 
refined detail goes far beyond the quality and 
aesthetics. 

The eastern markets appreciate the strong and 
iconic graphics Volvo has. It makes the customers 
feel really special. The truth of Swedish design 
principles makes it a Volvo. The experience 
inside a Volvo should be healthy, soothing, and 
luxurious in every sense. It’s the Swedish way to 
a better life.

THE LUXURY REDEFINED
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The Initial Conclusion

What the car will be look like when there is no boundary between mobility and immobility ?

By looking at the problems of nowadays Shanghai city, we can imagine a probable future that the city’s 
infrastructure supports the transportation system in a eco-friendly way. If we park the car inside the 
apartment, it helps to save the space, and this door to door transport could be a new premium life 
standard. If we share the power utility, we can save the resources. And it is the core value of Volvo 
that make people’s lives easier, safer, better. By looking at the trends and taste of nowadays Chinese 
markets, we could propose a possible form factor and CMF theme that meets the asian markets in the 
2050.

My goal is designing a vehicle/sculpture showing a future form trend with Volvo’s brand value, and 
also showing a tangible and believable result for the most cosmopolitan city in China in 2050, with 
concerns about environment, people and the society.

THE RESEARCH ANALYSES
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The Post-functionalism

The House VI designed by Peter Eisenman was an 
example of Post-functionalism. It’s also an extreme 
example of practicality follows form. The owner was 
living inside this architect idea rather than a house.

Many of designs that in the field of architecture are 
meant to built but stayed forever on paper. There 
were also a group of architect known as paper 
architect. They promulgated formalist concerns 
over practicalities. In their conceptual framework, 
the design came from a process which is meant 
to be recorded. The methodical manipulation of a 
grid is the main structure of this building. Eisenman 
started with a form intersected by four planes, then 
duplicate this structures again and again until a 
coherent design space showed.

THE HOUSE VI

Peter Eisenman, House VI, east facade, 1975
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The minimal, organic techno-futuristic 

In the product design’s world, the Eames 
Chair is one of my favorites. The Eames 
Lounge Chair is a chair furnished with 
plywood and leather. Its iconic modern style 
never date since it has been made. It’s a 
perfect combination of functionality and 
style. It perfectly showed a future form trend 
by the time of last century.

Another example of the a vision to the future 
with product design approach is Ora ïto’s 
creations. His design is functional rational, 
the rationalism exists with a minimal and 
organic contemporary art. From his work, 
I got inspired with the ergonomics of the 
interior, we can imagine the conviction to 
realize a conceptual but functional design.

THE SIMPLEXITY

Eames® Lounge Chair with Ottoman, 1956Ora ïto, Evolution Armchair — Zanotta, 2007
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Eames® Lounge Chair with Ottoman, 1956

The Gold & Facet

Gold and facet design is common and widely used 
in interior design and fashion design, especially 
popular in the products for Chinese markets.
Besides, the facet element is widely used in the 
glass art from Sweden. Among the design that 
Volvo has in his interior, we can see a glimpse of 
the facet element that showed a precison and 
quality that the detail has.

These images show interesting combination of 
gold element with facet factor’s form which later 
lead my design further in the form development.

THE MATERIALITY

Faceted Honey Jar , 2012  Giles Miller Studio, Surface Designs, 2013 Shanghai tang, Womenswear, 2014
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The Precision Graph ic Landscape 

Among all the pattern inspiration, the facet has been 
popular for architect, product, interior designers. 
Throughout the ages, the facet enables a vision of a 
simple beauty of 3D geometry for the natural world.

A high standard of artisan precision is required for this 
special design, that’s why it also delivers a feeling of 
premium. Jewelry and graphic designs, contemporary 
art are common places that customers would buy this 
facet idea. It adds value to the simplicity but yet infinitely 
complexity. 

THE FACET

Mattias Stenberg, Within Seat, 2012
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UNstudio, Agora Theater, 2007rvtr, Resonant Chamber, 2007
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The Cityscape 

This is the vertical city in 2050, the 
transportation system has the ability to 
offer the citizens a new way of door to door 
transport service. Imagining the scenario 
that people have their car parking in their 
apartment’s living room or balcony, and also 
vehicle acts as a piece of indoor furniture or 
sculpture for the customers.

My concept divides car into interior part and 
wheel system. The interior part which is the 
ownable part represents the immobility. The 
mobility comes from the drone wheels which 
is a public sharing system. The drone wheels 
could stack together in the community or 
along the highway, maintain and recharge 
themselves. So all the vehicles in the future 
share the same wheels. The users has to book 
them in some way, the drone wheels will 
come to the customers and install themselves 
on the interior part.

THE CONTEXT CONCEPT
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The Facet Element 

Here showed some early stage sketches to apply facet 
and diamond cut aesthetics on the interior design.

THE  AESTHETICS
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The  capability

This is a 3 people vehicle targeting at young 
upper middle class in Shanghai city. The vehicle is 
autonomous with optional mode of active driving. 
The passengers sit face to face on the right side of 
vehicle. The driver side is more active driving focus 
to offer the user to have pure driving pleasure. 
Besides, it’s optional for the customers to drive the 
vehicle. There is a virtual interface for the driver to 
control the vehicle to a certain extent.

THE  INTERIOR LAYOUT
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The  New Eastern Luxury 

Based on the imageboard I collected, I made these 3 
material palette. The one which I went forward with  
captured gold and facet design based on the previous 
research.

THE CMF THEME
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The  Sculpture and The Car 

I came up with a sculpture which represents the 
aestheics and shows the vehicle in a more abstract way.

I decided to make a physical model of this sculpture, 
but in this report I will cover the design process from 
the development of the sculpture to a fully detailed and 
believable vehicle.

THE INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
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The  Skecthes

I started to sketch over a rough 3D model package.
The inside-out surfacing idea is meant to differentiate the 
driver’s position with passengers’ seats. 

THE INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
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THE INTERIOR SCULPTURE
The  Renderings 

The sculpture model captures and 
exaggerates the theme of facet and 
gold, showing the design in a more 
artistic and abstract way.
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The Physical model

The scaled model abstractly carries the form factors 
within the concept. The whole sculpture is mounted on a 
wall which resembles the relationship with the building.

THE SCULPTURE MODEL
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The  Mobility And The Immobility

This is an early stage rendering shows how the 
design sculpture could develop into a believable and 
futuristic vehicle. In this scenario, the drones wheel 
system(Mobility) are intalling onto the interior 
part(Immobility).

THE VEHICLE
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The  Sculpture Evolution

The final design’s package preserves the manikins’ sitting 
position from the sculpture. The passengers sit facing 
each other but slightly tilt for a better communication 
with each other. On the driver’s side, he/she has a better 
view of surroundings while driving.

THE PACKAGE
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The Detail

With the support of the maglev system on the chasis, the 
vehicle could float while parking.

THE EXPLODED VIEW
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The  Sculpture Evolution

The exterior evolved into a more symmetric and air-dynamic form. 
The vehicle will driven mostly as an open car. But optionally, The 
customers could put a roof on the vehicle.

THE EXTERIOR EXPLORATION
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The  Sculpture Evolution

The vehicle developed from the inteiror layout of the 
scuplture to a more realistic design. The passengers they 
sit with a slightly tilt angle, they can choose to dock on an 
optional table. While on the driver side, He or she could 
have an active control to the vechile.

THE INTERIOR EXPLORATION
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While Parking 

While parking, the vehicle is a piece of floating sculpture, 

THE IMMOBILITY
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While Parking 

It could also be a piece of funiture inside your house.

THE IMMOBILITY
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The Drone wheel system

The drone wheel system is a public sharing 
electric wheel system. Every drone wheel has its 
own power supply. They can recharge themselves 
while parking in the station.

THE MOBILITY
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The door flips down and becomes a stairway, offering the 
passengers an easier access to the vehicle.

THE DOOR OPENING
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Though mostly driven as an open 
vehicle, It offers customers to have 
an optional window which can be 
installed on the vehicle.

THE GREENHOUSE

49



The Passengers

The passengers could use an 
interactive table between them. 
In this image, those two people 
are having traditional chinese tea 
time while the vehicle is parking 
at their place.

THE SCENARIO
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The Driver

Even though this vehicle is autonomous, the driver can 
have a focusing and active driving experience.

THE SCENARIO

51
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As a result, the design showed a possible way to the future Chinese cosmopolitan city. My research mainly focused on nowadays 
Shanghai and projects the trend into the future. I made up a fictitious context to support the story. In the year 2050, this modern 
city  turns into a city where people live in the sky. The city will be supported by skyscrapers connected with each other by freeway, 
equipped with elevators which could deliver everyone’s personal car from the freeway to the user’s apartment. To relieve the 
problems Shanghai is facing nowadays and might have in the future, I imagined a future Volvo car which has two sides of mobility 
and immobility. It runs with pure electric power causing no direct pollution. It also saves the parking space, because this is a vehicle 
parking inside your house. With the help of the public-sharing drone wheels system, the vehicle runs like a normal private car. The 
drone wheels system also represents a new eco-value by recycling usage of the wheels. This is the mobility part of the concept. But the 
major question going through my thesis is if there is any alternatives for vehicle to function as while it is an immobility? It could be a 
ornamental piece of art, a beautiful sculpture merging inside a city, a piece of furniture inside your apartment. 

Besides, I am convinced that it’s important to document the whole design process, this report covers from the research to a artsy 
sculpture to a believable digital rendering result. I decided to make a physical model of the conceptual sculpture in between. This 
piece of expressive sculpture showed  a car interior art and craziness in a designer’s world. 

During my stay at Shanghai, I have a close and authentic look into asian markets. I learnt especially the method of CMF with discussion 
with customers and the team of Volvocars in Shanghai. By studying the core values of Volvo, I have a better understanding of designing 
for the people. The final rendering showed both the interior and exterior and the context. This project starts with interior focus study, 
but after proposing the context concept, I found the exterior should be also further developed to have a better description within the 
mobility side. The immobility concept has been my main goal to carry in my project. Considering putting people first, I also learned the 
importance to have a clear understanding of the relationship of the people and the vehicle. 

THE CONCLUSION
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